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The aim of this work was to create an efficient tool for transient three-dimensional (3D)
numerical simulation of the operation process in a Rotating Detonation Engine (RDE) with the
particular emphasis to the design issues of the combustion chamber and isolators, thermal
management and operation control. The governing equations are unsteady Reynolds-Averaged
Navier–Stokes (URANS) equations coupled with a turbulence model and with the continuity and
energy equations for a multicomponent reactive mixture. The algorithm used is the combination
of Finite Volume Method and Flame Tracking – Particle Method recently developed at ICP to
treat simultaneously frontal and volumetric combustion. The capabilities of the new numerical
tool have been demonstrated for the annular cylindrical RDE operating on homogeneous
stoichiometric hydrogen – air mixture with a detonation rotation frequency of about 126000 rpm.
1. Introduction
The concept of Rotating Detonation Engine (RDE) put forward by Voitsekhovskii in 1959 [1] is
very attractive for further developments in the field of air-breathing propulsion, in particular for
gas-turbine engines (GTE). The replacement of conventional combustors in a GTE by the
annular RDC and transition from the deflagration to detonation mode of combustion can
theoretically lead to considerable gains in terms of propulsion unit cost and efficiency. The
progress in the development of the RDC concept is mainly due to the long-term activity of the
research team at Lavrentiev Institute for Hydrodynamics (see, e.g., [2–5]), whose
accomplishments in experimental and numerical studies of rotating detonations are noteworthy.
During the last decade the interest to the concept has been growing worldwide: in France [6, 7],
Poland [8], USA [9], Japan [10], and in China [11].
The aim of this work was to create an efficient tool for transient three-dimensional (3D)
numerical simulation of the RDE operation process with the particular emphasis to design issues,
thermal management and operation control.
2. RDE Design Constrains
It is implied that the GTE operating on rotating detonations has the architecture shown in Fig. 1.
It contains an air intake, compressor, Rotating Detonation Chamber (RDC), turbine and nozzle.
The main element – RDC – is the annular cylindrical combustor. The compressed air is
continuously supplied to the RDC where it is mixed with fuel and the fuel–air mixture thus
formed is burned in the rotating detonation wave. The detonation products pass the turbine and
further expand in the nozzle. For damping the pressure waves emanating from the RDC, a
provision should be made for gasdynamic isolators located both upstream and downstream from
the RDC.
The RDC with the isolators is shown schematically in Fig. 2a. For the sake of simplicity
the RDC is assumed to operate on the homogeneous fuel – air mixture. The static pressure and
temperature on the compressor side (on the bottom of upstream isolator) are kept constant and
equal to Pin and Tin , whereas the static pressure on the turbine side (at the RDC outlet) is
controlled by the downstream isolator volume initially filled with air at a lower pressure
Pout Pin . Thus, the driving force for the mixture flow through the RDC in the absence of
combustion is the pressure differential P Pin Pout . It is further assumed that from the
compressor side the fresh reactive mixture is supplied through the bottom annular gap to the
upstream isolator of height Lui and then to the annular combustion chamber of height Lc , outer
wall diameter d c and gap width through the injector face represented by two concentric

Figure 1: Architecture of the gas turbine engine operating on rotating detonations
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Figure 2: Rotating Detonation Chamber with upstream and downstream isolators (a) and main
geometrical dimensions with the longitudinal coordinate z (b)
slots of width
and height Ls (Fig. 2b). The combustion chamber is attached to the
downstream isolator of height Ldi .
The detonation is directly initiated by a shock wave issuing from an initiator to the RDC
filled with the reactive mixture. The self-sustained detonation wave, once initiated, propagates
along the injector face, for example in a counterclockwise direction (as shown in Fig. 2a), and
burns the incoming mixture while the detonation products move downstream in the
predominantly axial direction towards the turbine.
The detonation wave in the RDC exhibits several specific features.
First, it propagates in a semi-confined mixture layer: the layer is confined only by side
walls (outer and inner walls of the RDC) whereas its bottom (injector head) is permeable and its
top is unconfined. The conditions for the existence of such a detonation wave in terms of mixture
composition, thermodynamic state and geometrical dimensions of the layer are different from
those for confined detonations in straight tubes. Moreover, the detonation parameters such as the
propagation velocity, overpressure, etc. will be also different due to the strong effects of lateral
expansion.
Second, in the course of propagation the detonation wave undergoes diffraction at the
compressive outer wall and expansive inner wall of the RDC. This factor also affects the domain
of detonation existence.

Third, its propagation direction is normal to the direction of high-speed turbulent jets of
the incoming fresh mixture. As a result, the detonation wave tends to lift-off and to lose the
partial confinement from the bottom, thus getting weaker.
Fourth, the structure of the rotating detonation wave is expected to be somewhat different
from the conventional cellular structure. The transverse waves inherent in the detonation front
will interact with the compression and rarefaction waves generated by front diffraction at the
outer and inner walls of the RDC, as well as with the waves generated by incoming jets of the
fresh mixture.
Fifth, hot detonation products behind the propagating detonation wave partly mix with
the newly injected fresh mixture causing either dilution of the latter or partial depletion due to
relatively slow combustion or localized explosions giving birth to secondary shock waves and
even detonations.
Sixth, the detonation is capable of penetrating through the slots in the injector face to the
upstream isolator. To avoid it, the width of the slots in the injector face should be taken smaller
than the minimum gap size for the detonation to go. However, the shock waves generated by the
detonation are still capable of propagating upstream through the injector face to the isolator, thus
disturbing the flow on the compressor side and affecting the injection of the fresh mixture into
the RDC.
Seventh, due to continuous circulation of the detonation wave over the injector face, the
inner and outer RDC walls can exhibit extremely high local thermal loads and cause premature
ignition of the fresh mixture followed by detonation failure.
Note that in practical RDCs the premixing of fuel and air in the upstream isolator will be
prohibited for safety reasons. Therefore an additional specific feature of the rotating detonation
will come into play: the detonation will propagate over the injector head in the partly mixed
reactants.
The phenomenology described above indicates the complexity of the flow field in the
RDC. Clearly, the operation process with steadily rotating detonations is possible only when a
set of requirements is met in terms of reactive mixture composition and thermodynamic
parameters Pin and Tin , geometric dimensions of the chamber, upstream isolator and injector
head, as well as the material of the chamber wall and thermal conditions at the walls (cooling,
etc.). In general, these requirements are not known a priory and the detonation existence domain
should be found from problem solution. Nevertheless, the available knowledge on the dynamic
parameters of detonations (detonation cell size, limiting diameter, limiting layer thickness, etc.)
and detonability limits can be used as a starting point of the RDC design.
3. Mathematical Model
The flow of a viscous compressible gas in the computational domain was described by the
Reynolds-Averaged three-dimensional (3D) unsteady Navier–Stokes, energy conservation, and
species continuity equations:
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is the mean density; P is the mean

where t is the time; x j ( j 1, 2, 3) is the coordinate;

is the dynamic viscosity; U i is the mean velocity; U i is the r.m.s. fluctuating
1
velocity component; ij is the viscous stress tensor; I H
Ui2 is the mean total enthalpy
2 i
( H is the mean static enthalpy); is the thermal conductivity; T is the mean static temperature;
Yl , (l 1, ..., N ) is the mean mass fraction of the lth species of the mixture ( N is the total number
pressure;

of species in the mixture); Dl is the molecular diffusion coefficient of species l; Yl is the r.m.s.
fluctuation of the mass fraction of lth species, and r and Q are the mean source terms of species
l

mass and energy (e.g., chemical reactions).
The turbulent fluxes of mass, momentum, and energy in Eqs. (1)–(3) were modeled using
2
k (i 1, 2, 3) . Here, k is the kinetic
the standard k–ε turbulence model with U i U
3
energy of turbulence, and ε is its dissipation.
In general, modeling of the chemical sources rl and Q for turbulent combustion and
detonation requires taking into account the contributions from both frontal combustion (index f)
and volumetric reactions (index V):
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However, in view of the specific features of the phenomena described above, here we
neglect the contribution of frontal combustion to the chemical sources assuming rlf = 0 and Q f
= 0. The contributions from volumetric reactions r and Q were determined using the Particle
V

lV

Method (PM) [12–15].
In the PM algorithm, the instantaneous local states of a turbulent reacting flow are
presented as a set of interacting notional (Lagrangian) particles. Each ith particle has individual
properties: the position in space xki and three local instantaneous velocity components

uki (k 1, 2, 3) , volume V i , density

i

, the static enthalpy hi , mass fractions of species

yli (l 1,..., N ) , and the statistical weight w i used in determining the mean values of the
variables over the ensemble of particles. For each ith particle, the following system of equations
is solved [12]:
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is the partial density of the lth species in the ith particle, J lhi is the change of the

mass concentration of the ith species in the course of chemical reactions, P i is the static pressure
at the point of location of the ith particle, QVi is the rate of energy release by chemical reactions
in the ith particle,

J li is the diffusion flux of the lth species to the ith particle,

i

is the

momentum flux to the ith particle due to molecular viscosity, and qi is the heat flux to the ith
particle.
To determine the flux (exchange) terms in the PM, the classical model of linear decay to
the mean is used [12]:
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2.075 are coefficients; Yl i , U ki and H i are the mean mass fraction of
where С ≈ 2.0 and
lth species, mean velocity, and mean enthalpy of the gas at the point of location of the ith
particle, respectively; p i is the pulsating pressure component,
/ k is the frequency of
turbulent fluctuations; A(t ) (C0 )1/ 2 dW (t ) / dt is the random function describing the influence

of fluctuations of pressure and velocity on the motion of the particle; here, C0

2.1 is a

continuous random variable having normal distribution and satisfying the condition dWi (t )
and dWi (t )dW j (t )
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is the Kronecker symbol). The mean quantities Yl i , U ki , and H i

are determined either by interpolating the corresponding values of Yl , U k , and H (obtained
from the solution of averaged equations (1)–(3)) or by ensemble averaging over particles in a
computational cell using the formulas
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System (1)–(3) in conjunction with the k–ε turbulence model and the PM were closed by
the caloric and thermal equations of state of an ideal gas with variable specific heat and
supplemented by the initial and boundary conditions. All the thermophysical parameters of the
gas were considered variable.
The mean pressure field P(t , xk ) and the local frequency of turbulent fluctuations
required for solving the system of equations (4)–(7) supplemented by additional relations (8)–
(10), are determined by solving the averaged equations (1)–(3) and the equations of the k–ε
turbulence model.
The most important advantage of the PM is the possibility of accurately determining the
rates of chemical reactions in a turbulent flow: the source terms J lhi and QVi are determined
using the known mechanisms of chemical reactions as well as the instantaneous mass fractions
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in the ith particle. The instantaneous local rate of change of
yli (l 1,..., N ) and temperature
the mass concentration of the lth species in the ith particle is calculated by the formula
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where Wl is the molecular mass of the lth species; l , k and l , k are the stoichiometric
coefficients for the lth species acting as a reagent or product in the kth reaction, respectively;
Ak , nk , and Ek are the preexponential factor, the temperature exponent, and the activation
energy for the kth reaction; R is the universal gas constant; L and N are, respectively, the total
numbers of reactions and species in the chemical mechanism.
The rate of energy release by chemical reactions in the ith particle is calculated by the
formula
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where H k is the heat effect of the kth chemical reaction.
Knowing J lhi and QVi , one can determine the contribution of bulk reactions rlV and QV
to the chemical source terms r and Q
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4. Computational Approach and Main Parameters
The algorithm used for solving the governing equations was the combination of SIMPLE method
with the semi-implicit Monte Carlo method for notional particles. The chemical source terms
were obtained using implicit numerical algorithm with internal time stepping. The combined
algorithm has been thoroughly validated against experimental data on flame acceleration and
deflagration-to-detonation transition in tubes with and without obstacles [15], as well as for
shock-induced ignition and preflame autoignition in enclosures [16].
The fuel used was hydrogen. For modeling hydrogen oxidation in the stoichiometric
hydrogen – air mixture a single-step mechanism was applied:
H2 + H2 + O2

H2O + H2O

(13)

The rate of hydrogen oxidation [ H 2 ] at elevated initial pressures P (from 5 to 40 atm) and
temperatures T (from 1100 to 2000 K) was calculated according to the simple relationship:
[ H 2 ]

8.0 1011 P

1.15

[ H 2 ]2 [O2 ]e

10000
T

(atm, mole, liter, s)

This relationship was obtained by fitting the ignition delays predicted by the validated detailed
reaction mechanism [17] with that provided by mechanism (13).

Table 1: Main parameters of calculations and test cases
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Figure 3: Initial distributions of hydrogen mass fraction (a), total pressure (b),
and static temperature (c) in the RDC with isolators
The main governing parameters used in the calculations and five Test Cases considered
herein are listed in Table 1. The height of the RDC, Lc , is taken equal to 100 mm to allow for
the formation of the detonable mixture layer approximately equal to the critical height [3]
hm (12 5) D , where D is the detonation cell width at a certain mean pressure in the RDC. As
this pressure is a priory unknown, for the sake of estimation the value of D was taken for
normal initial conditions ( D 15 mm for the stoichiometric hydrogen–air mixture at 0.1 MPa
and 298 K). Geometrical parameters d c and
entering Table 1 were chosen according to [2].
Following [3], parameters hm , d c and
determine the total number n D of detonation waves
capable of propagating in the RDC: nD
is the average
d a /(7 2)hm , where d a d c
diameter of the RDC. Clearly, for the adopted values of Lc hm , d c and only one detonation
wave can propagate in the RDC, which could simplify the analysis. Note again that all these
estimates are used as a starting point of the RDC design and the actual operation mode of the
combustor can be obtained only in the course of problem solution.
The boundary conditions for the mean flow velocity, pressure, total enthalpy, turbulent
kinetic energy and its dissipation, and species concentrations at the rigid walls of the
computational domain were formulated assuming impermeable, no-slip, noncatalytic, isothermal
walls at temperature Tw and using the approach of wall functions. At the compressor side, the
inlet conditions (index in) in terms of fixed Pin , Tin , kin ,

in

, and Yl ,in , (l 1, ..., N ) were

specified. At the turbine side the outlet conditions (index out) in terms of either fixed Pout or
Pout / z 0 were set. In both cases, a relatively large downstream isolator volume was attached
to the RDC to avoid the effect of reflected disturbances on the RDC operation process. As a
matter of fact, the computational domain was shaped in such a way that the outlet boundary
conditions did not affect the solution, i.e., the flow velocity in the downstream isolator was
supersonic. All other variables (velocity, total enthalpy, turbulent kinetic energy and its
dissipation, and species concentrations) were extrapolated from internal computational cells to
the outlet cross section. The boundary conditions for notional particles (velocity and scalar
properties) at rigid walls, inlet and outlet were formulated in a way consistent with the boundary
conditions for the mean values of the corresponding variables. This consistency was
continuously controlled by comparing the values of the variables obtained by ensemble
averaging over all particles in a computational cell with their mean values.
Initially, the upstream isolator and RDC were assumed to be filled with the quiescent
reactive mixture, whereas the downstream isolator was filled with pure air as shown in Fig. 3a.
To initiate a detonation, a provision was made for a finite-size domain containing the combustion
products of the stoichiometric hydrogen – air mixture (H2O and N2) at elevated pressure and
temperature, as shown in Figs. 3a to 3c.
The spatial positions of particles xki (k 1, 2, 3) were initialized stochastically all
throughout the computational domain. Each particle was initially provided with the values of u ki ,
Vi,

, hi , yli (l 1,..., N ) , and w i consistent with the initial distributions of mean variables.
The nominal number of particles in each cell, N p , was a preset value. In the calculations
i

presented below, N p 10 . Note that in the course of calculations the actual number of particles
in cells can change. To keep the number of particles at a preset level, proper procedures of
particle clustering and cloning were used.
In order to force the detonation wave propagating in a specified direction (e.g.,
counterclockwise), initially a provision was made for a layer of temporarily nonreacting particles
(with J lhi 0 ) in the clockwise direction from the initiation domain. Shortly after initiation, these
particles became reacting. The flow pattern in the RDC can be expected to depend on the number
of notional particles. However when the mean number of particles per computational cell was
sufficiently large ( N p 10 15 ) this dependence was becoming weak. The effect of
computational grid on the flow pattern in the RDC is also noteworthy. The results presented
herein were obtained at the computational grids insufficient for the detailed resolution of the
detonation structure but proved to be good enough to determine the detonation existence domain
and to capture the main physical and chemical phenomena inherent in the operation process.
5. Results of Calculations
Figure 4 shows the snapshots of static temperature (a), total pressure (b), hydrogen mass fraction
(c) and heat flux to the outer wall (d) at two time instants separated by time interval t 60 s
for Test Case 1 with Pin =1.5 MPa. All the distributions are taken in the close vicinity to the rigid
walls of the computational domain. In this test case, the operation process in the RDC with a
single detonation wave has attained the limiting cycle conditions after 3-4 rotations of the wave,
i.e., upon 1–2 ms after detonation initiation. The rotation frequency of the detonation wave was
126000 rpm (2.1 kHz). One can see that the height of the layer immediately ahead of the curved
detonation front (marked in red in Figs. 4a, b) is about 70–80 mm, which is close to the critical
height hm estimated by the empirical criterion [3] despite the mean static pressure in the RDC is
higher than 0.1 MPa (see above). Our attempts to initiate simultaneously two or more detonation
waves in the RDC of the chosen size failed. This fact is in line with the empirical criterion [3] for
the total number of detonation waves n D = 1 capable of propagating in the RDC (see above). The
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Figure 4: Snapshots of mean static temperature (a), total pressure (b), hydrogen mass fraction
(c) and heat flux to the wall (d) at time t 5.75 ms (top) and t 5.81 ms for Test Case 1
shock waves generated by the detonation propagate both upstream and downstream (Fig. 4b).
Fuel is burned in the RDC completely: a tail of fuel not reacted in the detonation wave (Fig. 4c)
disappears at a half-height of the downstream isolator. The local heat flux to the outer wall (Fig.
4d) attains very high values on the level of 16 MW/m2 near the injector head. It is interesting that
the hot detonation products penetrate only partly to the slots of the injector head and do not
penetrate at all into the upstream isolator. Note that the contribution of dynamic pressure to the
total pressure at the compressor side is relatively small (less than 3% Pin ).
The operation parameters of the RDC in the course of 12 successive rotations of the
detonation wave are presented in Fig. 5. Shown in Fig. 5 are the time histories of static pressure
P (Fig. 5a) and static temperature T (Fig. 5b) in the point at z = 20 mm above the injector head
in the middle of RDC gap . For the sake of comparison, two sets of time histories are plotted in
Fig. 5: one for Test Case 1 (marked in black) and the other for Test Case 2 (marked in red).
Dotted lines in Fig. 5a show the static pressure averaged over the RDC upon achieving the limit
cycle conditions in both Test Cases. The static pressure averaged over the RDC is seen to depend
on Pin : the higher Pin , the higher the pressure. The static pressures averaged over the RDC are
1.44 and 1.94 MPa, respectively, and are somewhat lower than the corresponding values of Pin .
It is important that the values of total pressure averaged over the RDC are higher than Pin ,
namely, 1.71 and 2.35 MPa for Test Cases 1 and 2, respectively. This means that there are
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Figure 5: Time histories of static pressure (a) and static temperature (b) at the point located 20
mm above the injector head in the middle of the RDC gap for Test Cases 1 and 2. Dotted lines
show the static pressure averaged over the RDC upon achieving the limit cycle conditions
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Figure 6: Time histories of static pressure (a) and static temperature (b) at the point located 20
mm above the injector head in the middle of the RDC gap for Test Case 3
with detonation failure.
approximately 11% Pin and 14% Pin gains in total pressure in these Test Cases. That is why the
RDC is often referred to as the Pressure Gain Combustor. Contrary to the static pressure, the
static temperature seems to be independent of the injection pressure (see Fig. 5b). The mean
detonation velocity in both Test Cases is approximately 1850 m/s which is 6% lower than the
Chapman – Jouguet (CJ) detonation velocity for the stoichiometric hydrogen – air mixture at
normal initial conditions (~1970 m/s).
Our attempts to obtain a stable operation process at Pin < 1.3 MPa and Pin > 2.5 MPa,
other conditions being similar to those in Test Cases 1 and 2, failed. For example, at Pin =
1.0 MPa the detonation once initiated was decaying as shown in Fig. 6. At Pin > 2.5 MPa, the
detonation failure was caused by too high mass flow rates through the injector head. Moreover,
severe premature ignitions in the tail of the detonation wave were observed in the calculations

due to mixing of incoming fresh reactants with hot combustion products. Thus, the domain of
detonation existence for this particular set of governing parameters was 1.3 Pin 2.5 MPa.
Figure 7 demonstrates that different boundary conditions at the turbine side (Fig. 7a) do
not affect the results of calculations. As a matter of fact, the time histories of local static pressure
(and other variables) in the RDC are identical for the conditions of fixed pressure Pout = 0.1 MPa
and zero pressure gradient Pout / z 0 (Fig. 7b).
Figure 8a further demonstrates the specific features of the detonation wave in the vicinity
to the injector head in terms of the time histories of the local static pressure at the outer (dashed
curve) and inner (solid curve) walls of the RDC. It follows from Fig. 8a that due to detonation
wave diffraction the peak static pressure at the inner and outer walls of the RDC differs by about
20-25%, whereas the subsequent pressure evolution is nearly identical at both walls.
Figure 8b shows the time histories of the total heat flux to the inner (solid curves) and
outer (dashed curves) walls of the RDC with the attached downstream isolator for Test Cases 1
(curves marked in black) and 2 (curves marked in red). The total heat fluxes were defined as the
integral-mean values over inner or outer wall surfaces. One can see that the inner wall exhibits
higher heat fluxes than the outer wall. The difference between these heat fluxes is on the level of
5% for Test Case 1 and 10% for Test Case 2. The total heat flux to the RDC walls increases with
Pin . Thus, the mean value of the total heat flux (to both RDC walls) is about 3 MW/m2 in Test
Case 1 and 3.5 MW/m2 in Test Case 2.
Figure 9 shows the snapshots of static temperature and hydrogen mass fraction in the
RDC cross section at height z = 5 mm above the injector head in Test Case 4 with Pin = 2.5 MPa
(see Table 1). It is seen that the mixture ahead of the detonation wave (propagating in a
counterclockwise direction) is inhomogeneous in terms of temperature and composition. As a
result, the detonation front possesses the W-shape with the leading points at the inner and outer
wall and in between the injection slots. The other important feature evident in Fig. 9 is the
existence of premature ignition spots in the tail of the detonation wave. These spots are caused
by the mixing of incoming fresh reactants with the hot combustion products.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) Different arrangements for outlet boundary conditions; (b) Time histories of static
pressure in the point located 20 mm above the injector head obtained with boundary conditions
Pout = 0.1 MPa (red curve) and Pout / z 0 (black curve).

(a)
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Figure 8: (a) Time histories of the static pressure at the inner (solid curve) and outer (dashed
curve) walls of the RDC in the vicinity to the injector head in Test Case 1; (b) time histories of
the total heat fluxes to the inner and outer walls of the RDC with attached
downstream isolator in Test Cases 1 (black curves) and 2 (red curves)

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Snapshots of static temperature (a) and hydrogen mass fraction (b) in the RDC cross
section at height z = 5 mm above the injector head in Test Case 4.
Of most engineering interest are the flow patterns at the compressor and turbine sides of
the isolators. Note that in this study we did not put much effort to properly design the upstream
and downstream isolators, and considered only simple (tailored) annular geometries to get the
estimate for possible flow disturbances.
Figure 10 shows the time histories of the static pressure in a point located in the upstream
isolator at z = - 150 mm for Test Cases 1 (black curve) and 2 (red curve). As is seen, pressure
pulsations attain a value of 40%–45% Pin . Such pulsations are accompanied with locally negative
axial velocity at the compressor side, which is highly undesirable. Clearly, to avoid compressor
stall, special precautions should be undertaken to damp these pressure pulsations. Note that in
the course of calculations the notional particles in the upstream isolator were conditionally
treated as nonreacting.

Figure 10: Time histories of the static pressure in the point located in the upstream isolator at
z = - 150 mm for Test Cases 1 (black curve) and 2 (red curve)

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Time histories of the static pressure (a) and static temperature (b) in the point located
at z = 475 mm in the downstream isolator in Test Cases 1 (black curves) and 2 (red curves).
Figure 11 shows the time histories of the static pressure (Fig. 11a) and static temperature
(Fig. 11b) in the point located in the downstream isolator at z = 475 mm for Test Cases 1 (black
curves) and 2 (red curves). It is seen that a simple annular downstream isolator tailored to the
RDC decreases the amplitudes of static pressure and static temperature pulsations as compared to
those in the RDC (see Fig. 5). However the absolute values of pressure pulsations are still very
high: 0.5 MPa at Pin =1.5 MPa and 0.7 MPa at Pin =2.0 MPa, i.e., on the level of 30%–
35% Pin . The corresponding local mean temperature pulsations are about 250 K at the level of
2500 K, i.e., on the level of 10%. Thus, for damping the pressure and temperature pulsations at
the turbine side, the downstream isolator should be properly designed. Moreover, the mean
temperature of detonation products remains too high for turbine blades (~2500 K). Therefore for
decreasing the outlet temperature the RDC should operate on a fuel-lean mixture and/or the
downstream isolator should be equipped with special orifices to mix the detonation products with
relatively cold secondary air.
A simple example of such an isolator is shown in Fig. 12a. Here, contrary to the isolator
of Fig. 2b, a provision is made for the external air-cooling jacket communicating with the
downstream isolator through three radial openings each 5 mm wide. The jacket is assumed to be
purged with pure air. As is seen in Fig. 12b plotted for the conditions of Test Case 1, such a

(b)

(a)
(c)
Figure 12: Schematic of the downstream isolator with air-cooling jacket and openings (a);
time histories of the local static temperature (b) and local static pressure (c) without (black
curve) and with (red curve) air-cooling jacket at Pin =15 atm
solution allows decreasing both the mean temperature and the amplitude of temperature
pulsations at the isolator outlet. The mean static pressure in the RDC increases (Fig. 12c), which
corresponds well to the findings in [2], where the effect of secondary air injection was studied
experimentally. Note also that, according to [2], admixing of secondary air to the detonation
products results in the increase of the fuel-based specific impulse and in the decrease of the
specific fuel consumption. However these issues are out of the scope of the present paper.
So far we considered the results of calculations with the injection of cold fuel–air mixture
in the RDC (with Tin = 293 K). As a matter of fact, the air in the upstream isolator will possess
the elevated temperature due to compression of the ambient air to pressure Pin behind the
compressor. The effect of inlet temperature Tin of the stoichiometric hydrogen–air mixture on
the RDC operation is demonstrated in Fig. 13. Shown in Fig. 13 are the time histories of the local
static pressure (Fig. 13a) and total heat flux to the walls of the RDC with the attached
downstream isolator (Fig. 13b) for Test Case 5 ( Tin =580 K, simple annular geometry, no aircooling jacket). In this case, the operation process of the RDC was successfully achieved at Pin =
1.0 MPa, which was not possible at Tin =293 K. The static pressure averaged over the RDC (0.93
MPa) and pressure peaks (~ 4 MPa) in the RDC decreased as compared to the values relevant to
Test Case 1. The total pressure in the RDC attained the value of 1.08 MPa. The total heat flux to
the walls decreased to about 2.5 MW/m2. As for the level of pressure pulsations in the isolators

(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Time history of the local static pressure (a) and total heat flux to the walls of RDC
with the attached isolator in Test Case 5 ( Pin =1.0 MPa and Tin =580 K). Dotted line shows the
static pressure averaged over the RDC upon achieving the limit cycle conditions
it is still on the level of 40%–45% Pin for the upstream and 30%–35% Pin for the downstream
isolator, respectively.
Concluding remarks
The computational tool has been developed for the numerical simulation of the operation process
in combustion chambers utilizing rotating detonations. As an example, the annular combustor
operating on homogeneous stoichiometric hydrogen – air mixture was considered.
The selected RDC was shown to operate in a stable mode with a single detonation wave
rotating at a frequency of 126000 rpm (2.1 kHz). The domain of detonation existence in the RDC
was limited by the condition 1.3 Pin 2.5 MPa (at Tin =293 K). When taking into account the
increase of Tin due to adiabatic compression, the lower boundary of the detonation existence
domain decreased to Pin 1.0 MPa. In all Test Cases with the stable operation process, the total
pressure in the RDC was higher than Pin , thus proving that the RDC is the combustor with
pressure gain.
Particular attention was paid to the flow patterns at the compressor and turbine sides of
the isolators attached to the RDC, although only simple (tailored) annular geometries of the
upstream and downstream isolators were considered. The temperature of the detonation products
at the outlet of downstream isolator was about 2500 K which is too high for turbine blades. For
decreasing this temperature, an attempt was made to design the downstream isolator with special
orifices for mixing the detonation products with relatively cold secondary air. This solution
allowed decreasing both the mean temperature and the amplitude of temperature pulsations at the
isolator outlet.
The calculations revealed that the level of possible pulsations of the local mean static
pressure in the isolators was rather high: 40%–45% Pin for the upstream and 30%–35% Pin for the
downstream isolator. The possible local mean temperature pulsations in the downstream isolator
were shown to attain 10%. Thus, to avoid undesired mechanical loads on compressor and turbine
blades and flow instabilities (e.g., compressor stall) special precautions should be undertaken to
damp these pulsations.
Both local and total heat fluxes to the walls of the RDC and the downstream isolator were
estimated. The local heat fluxes to the RDC walls attained very high values on the level of
16 MW/m2 near the injector head. However the total heat fluxes, defined as the integral-mean

values over inner or outer wall surfaces, were on the level of 2.5–3.5 MW/m2 depending on the
injection pressure Pin .
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